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Purpose: National guidelines recommend screening all persons with depression for bipolar disorder (BPD); one way to facilitate screening is through the use of electronic health records (EHRs). This study examined the impact of an EHR-based screening and decision support tool on diagnosis and treatment of BPD among patients diagnosed with depression in primary care offices.

Methods: This nonrandomized, controlled trial was conducted in a national network of offices using EHRs. The intervention included a screening instrument and other tools for diagnosis and management of BPD, which were embedded into the EHR. This instrument automatically activated when a patient with a diagnosis of depression but no diagnosis of BPD was seen in the office. The primary outcomes were the rates of new diagnoses of BPD and prescription of new BPD medications during the 6-month study period (April to October 2009).

Results: Twenty-one offices with 75 clinicians and 8355 adult patients with depression composed the intervention group, whereas 17 offices with 81 clinicians and 8799 adult patients with depression served as the comparison group. The screening tool was used with 47.5% of intervention patients, of whom 2.5% scored at high or very high risk for BPD. Intervention patients were more likely than comparison patients to be newly diagnosed with BPD (1.11% vs. 0.36%; \( P < .01 \)) and be prescribed new BPD medications (1.85% vs. 1.19%; \( P < .01 \)).

Conclusions: The study suggests that EHR-based tools can be useful for screening and management of BPD for patients with depression in primary care offices. (J Am Board Fam Med 2012;25:283–290.)
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Bipolar disorder is increasingly being recognized as a common psychiatric condition, affecting up to 5% of the US population.1 Bipolar disorder can be difficult to distinguish from unipolar depression3,4 because many patients present with primarily depressive symptoms. Misdiagnosis is especially problematic because treatment with antidepressant medications can sometimes precipitate manic episodes and lead to worse outcomes.4

Misdiagnosis and inappropriate treatment can be a particularly difficult problem in primary care settings, which is where most patients with depression are identified and treated.5,6 Increased efforts to enhance detection of depressive disorders in primary care have led to increased use of screening and case-finding tools in routine primary care practice, but these efforts may identify patients with bipolar disorder and depressed mood as well as depressive disorder. Recent studies by Smith et al7 and Tafalla et al8 suggest that up to 20% of primary care patients with a current diagnosis of major depressive disorder meet diagnostic criteria for bi-
polar disorder. Because of this high potential for misdiagnosis of bipolar as unipolar depression, experts have recommended screening for bipolar disorder in all patients with a diagnosis of depression, especially in primary care settings. This additional screening burden would be difficult to accommodate in primary care, where time pressure is severe and competing demands are high. One way to minimize this additional practice burden would be the use of automated screening protocols embedded in electronic health records (EHRs). An EHR could provide one-click access to appropriate screening or case-finding tools, or it could provide more sophisticated screening assistance to clinicians by automatically identifying patients with a diagnosis of depression then prompting the clinician to screen for bipolar disorder. EHRs with these types of screening prompts have been shown to improve screening—including for cancer and hyperlipidemia among the general population. EHRs also have been used to facilitate screening for depression in primary care settings. However, no studies to date have examined the impact of EHR-based interventions to screen for bipolar disorder in primary care settings.

The purpose of this study was to examine the impact of a bipolar screening tool that was incorporated into the EHR for use at the point of care in primary care settings. The study examined the impact of this tool on new diagnoses of bipolar disorder and on treatment for bipolar disorder for patients with a diagnosis of depression.

Methods
Setting and Population
This controlled, prospective study was conducted within a national practice-based research network (PBRN) called the Centricity Health Care User Research Network (CHURN). CHURN is a network of physicians and other clinicians in ambulatory practices that use a particular outpatient HER (Centricity EMR, GE Healthcare, Waukesha, WI) and that have agreed to share data and participate in quality of care studies. CHURN members share data through a data consortium called the Medical Quality Improvement Consortium (MQIC). Each office that participates in MQIC regularly uploads de-identified clinical data into a central secure repository. These data include demographic information, medications and prescriptions, diagnoses or problems, laboratory results, and other clinical data such as blood pressure, weight, and physical examination findings. The data are then cleaned, standardized, and put into a central data repository. This data repository is used by CHURN for retrospective studies of quality of care as well as interventional studies to improve quality of care.

Offices that participate in both CHURN and MQIC were invited to participate in this study if they were primary care offices that cared for adults (family medicine, general internal medicine, or general practice) and if they had been using the Centricity EMR for at least 1 year. Offices were given the option of participating either in the intervention group or in the comparison group. The intervention group consisted of 21 offices from 10 states, ranging in size from 1 to 8 clinicians (mean, 4 clinicians; median, 3 clinicians). The comparison group consisted of 17 offices from 5 states, with a range of 1 to 13 clinicians (mean, 5 clinicians; median, 4 clinicians). The clinicians included all physicians and mid-level clinicians (nurse practitioners or physician assistants) practicing primary care at least 8 hours per week. There were a total of 75 intervention clinicians and 81 comparison clinicians. Comparison clinicians were aware that they were participating in a study related to bipolar disorder but were not told about the details of the study.

The patients included in the study were all active patients of the participating clinicians who had a diagnosis of unipolar depression but no diagnosis of bipolar disorder at the start of the study period. Active patients were defined as those with at least one office visit during the year before the study and at least one office visit during the 6-month study period. Depression was defined by the EHR problem list, including major depressive disorder (International Classification of Diseases 9 [ICD9] codes 296.2, 296.3), depressive psychosis (298.0), depression not otherwise specified (311), dysthymic disorder (300.4), depression with anxiety (300.4), or prolonged situational depression (309.1). Bipolar disorder was also defined by the EHR problem list (ICD9 codes 296.0 to 296.1 and 296.4 to 296.8x).

Intervention
The intervention was a clinical decision support (CDS) tool that was embedded in the EHR (see Figure 1). The main component of the tool was a screening instrument for bipolar disorder con-
tained in the World Health Organization Composite International Diagnostic Interview (CIDI). This screening instrument automatically displayed during each office visit for a patient with a diagnosis of depression. The instrument was designed to be printed by the nurse or medical assistant and then self-administered by the patient, with the patient responses entered into the EHR directly on the form by the assistant for viewing by the clinician. Offices could choose a different workflow, for example, the clinician could print the form and enter responses themselves or could ask patients the questions directly; we did not track the extent to which offices used these alternative workflows.

The instrument started with 2 stem questions (see Figure 1). If the patient answered “no” to both questions, the screen was considered negative. If there was a “yes” response to either of the first 2 questions, the patient answered a third question. If the response to this third question was “no,” the screen was considered negative. If the response to this third question was “yes,” the patient answered 9 additional questions. Once the responses to these 9 questions were entered, the form automatically calculated the “risk” that the patient had bipolar disorder on the basis of previous validity studies and ranging from “very low risk” (0 to 4 questions answered “yes”) to “very high risk” (all 9 questions answered “yes”).

Once the risk level was displayed on the form, the clinician had the option to enter a diagnosis of bipolar disorder by clicking a button on the form. The clinician also had the option to enter free-text information about referrals to psychiatrists or other mental health specialists. Finally, the clinician had the option to obtain brief educational information about bipolar disorder directly from the form, including criteria for diagnosis and recommended actions.

Figure 1. Bipolar screening form.
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medications and dosages for different bipolar diagnoses. They also had the option to link directly on-line to selected resources for treatment guidelines and to published articles about bipolar disorder. The manuscripts were published in a special issue of a primary care journal dedicated to bipolar disorder and were provided to the intervention clinicians before the study.26–30 Finally, the clinician had the option of printing patient education handouts regarding bipolar disorder.

Once the initial bipolar screening was completed for a patient, the EHR screening form did not automatically display at future visits. However, the form could be manually loaded if the clinician wanted to ask bipolar screening questions again or wanted to access patient or clinician educational materials. In all cases, clinicians were free to use the form or not use the form as they saw fit.

Outcomes and Analysis
The main outcomes were the rates of new diagnosis of bipolar disorder and rates of new medication prescriptions for bipolar disorder. New diagnoses were defined by an initial occurrence of a diagnosis of bipolar disorder (using ICD9 codes listed above) entered into the EHR problem list during the 6-month study period. New prescriptions were defined by a prescription for one or more medications commonly used to treat bipolar disorder that were not on the patient’s medication list at the start of the study; these included carbamazepine, lamotrigine, lithium, valproate, olanzapine, quetiapine, risperidone, ziprasidone, clozapine, and aripiprazole. We also examined the rate of bipolar medications specifically for patients with a new diagnosis of bipolar.

For each of these outcomes, rates were compared for intervention and comparison groups using the χ² test. In addition to these main outcomes, we also calculated the percentage of patients for whom the screening tool was used as well as the results of the screen in those patients.

Results
As shown in Table 1, participating clinicians primarily worked in suburban family medicine practices and had more than 10 years of practice experience. Clinicians in the intervention group were more likely to practice in the suburbs, whereas comparison clinicians were more likely to practice in urban locations (P < .01). Intervention clinicians also were more likely to be in practice more than 10 years (P < .01).

The intervention clinicians had 66,575 active adult patients whereas the comparison clinicians had 71,330 active adult patients. Of these, 1018 intervention patients (1.53% of all adult patients) and 863 comparison patients (1.21% of all adult patients) already had a diagnosis of bipolar disorder at the beginning of the study, so were not included in the study population. Of the active adult patients, 8355 intervention patients (12.5% of all adult patients) and 8799 comparison patients (12.3% of all adult patients) had a diagnosis of unipolar depression but no diagnosis of bipolar disorder at the beginning of the study and so composed the study population. Intervention group patients were more likely than comparison group patients to be aged 60 years and older.
Table 2 shows the results for the main study outcomes. In the intervention group, 93 patients (1.11%) were newly diagnosed with bipolar disorder in the 6-month study period compared with 32 patients (0.36%) in the comparison group ($P < .01$). Regarding medications, 1.85% of the intervention patients and 1.19% of the comparison patients had a new prescription for a bipolar disorder medication entered into the EHR ($P < .01$). For those with a new diagnosis of bipolar disorder, a higher proportion of intervention patients were prescribed medication compared with comparison patients (59.1%, vs. 43.8%), but this difference did not achieve statistical significance ($P > .1$).

The bipolar disorder screening tool was used in 3969 of the 8355 intervention group patients (47.5%) during the 6-month study period. Of these, 184 (2.2%) were classified as inappropriate for screening. Of the 3785 patients who completed screening, 261 (6.9%) answered yes to either questions 1 or 2, answered yes to question 3, and completed all the CIDI screening questions. Results of screening for these 261 patients are summarized in Table 3. Ninety-eight patients (2.5% of all patients screened) were assessed as being at high or very high risk of bipolar disorder. As expected, these patients were more likely to be formally diagnosed with bipolar disorder, with 42% of high risk and 63% of very high risk patients diagnosed by clinicians. Clinicians also diagnosed 24% of moderate-risk and 8% of low-risk patients with bipolar disorder.

Discussion

Our intent in this study was to examine the impact of introducing an efficient EHR-based screening tool for bipolar disorder into primary care practices. The screening strategy employed in this study could be labeled “secondary screening” because it was targeted at a high-risk group that already carried a potentially inaccurate diagnosis of depression. We felt that this strategy would minimize practice burden and at the same time increase the case-finding “yield.”

Our results generally supported the clinical utility of the screening tool. The tool was used by clinicians to screen nearly half of all patients with depression who did not already have a diagnosis of bipolar disorder. Although one could argue that screening rates should be even higher than that, having half of patients screened in a 6-month period is high when compared with rates of other screening behaviors that are considered “routine.”

Of those patients who were screened, 2.5% were found to be at high or very high risk for bipolar disorder according to their responses to the CIDI-based screening protocol. This proportion is lower than the rate of 3% to 24% reported in previous studies as well as the rate of 28.4% seen in secondary screening of 269 consecutive primary care patients referred to a depression disease management program led by one of the authors (MK). Some of the differences may be because of differences in case-finding methods. Smith et al used a...
complex sampling strategy and administered the Hypomania Checklist, Bipolar Spectrum Diagnostic Scale, and Mini International Neuropsychiatric Interview to establish a diagnosis; on the basis of assumptions about rates of disorder in patients who did not complete screening, their case rate varied from 3.3% (most conservative) to 21.6% (least conservative). Tafalla et al\textsuperscript{8} screened primary care patients “with a current major depressive episode” with the Mood Disorder Questionnaire, did not conduct confirmatory interviews, employed a cutoff rate for “caseness” similar to that used in this study, and reported a higher rate of 24%. However, their sample had a high score on the Hamilton Rating Scale for Depression at entry, suggesting that this study enrolled severely and actively depressed patients. Finally, the high rate reported in our series of 269 depressed primary care patients was obtained from a sample of more severely and chronically depressed patients who were referred to a depression disease management program.\textsuperscript{33}

In contrast, this study included all patients with any current active diagnosis of depression, and therefore included the full spectrum of depression seen in primary care—from patients with minor depression to those with a single episode now in remission to those with recurrent major depressive disorder or chronic, treatment-resistant depression. This is a more representative sample of the full range of “depressed” patients seen in a typical primary care practice who would be subject to a screening protocol for bipolar disorder. Therefore, we believe that our “positive” screening rate of 2.5% is a more accurate estimate of the potential yield of this type of protocol than the higher estimates obtained by others. Although this yield seems high relative to the yield for other screening behaviors, it could be that some clinicians do not find this yield high enough to warrant spending their time on routine screening, especially for patients with more mild depression.

As expected, we found that use of the tool by clinicians resulted in a higher rate of new diagnoses of bipolar disorder; the rate of new diagnoses in the intervention group was almost triple that in the control group. The absolute rate of new diagnoses was still relatively low, however, with only 1.1% of intervention patients with depression being diagnosed with bipolar disorder. It is important to note that the formal diagnosis rate was lower than the rate of “positive” (high or very high risk) screens. We believe this reflects the reluctance of primary care clinicians to make a definitive diagnosis without further evaluation and confirmation by a mental health specialist, especially when the results were less than conclusive. Although almost two thirds of patients with very high risk scores were diagnosed with bipolar by their primary care physician, this was true for only 42% of patients with high risk scores and 24% of patients with moderate risk scores. It is likely that primary care physicians would be more likely to defer to a specialist for making a definitive diagnosis in patients with more uncertain scores.

The rate of new bipolar medication prescriptions also was higher in the intervention group, although neither the relative difference nor the absolute difference was as great as for bipolar diagnoses. This may reflect an additional reluctance on the part of primary care physicians to initiate treatment for bipolar disorder and to instead defer treatment to a specialist.

These results must be interpreted in light of study limitations. The primary limitations stem from our reliance on data that could be extracted reliably from the EHR. All mental health diagnoses were extracted from the EHR problem list and were not clinically validated, so some of the depressed patients who were identified as “high risk” for bipolar disorder might in fact have an established bipolar diagnosis not known to the primary care clinician. This is particularly true when patients were referred to mental health specialists who then made the diagnosis of bipolar disorder; though clinicians could indicate a referral on the form, this was done in text comments that were not tracked. Also, we do not know for sure that “bipolar medications” were in fact used for bipolar disorder because some of these medications can be used for other purposes. Because these medication prescriptions were extracted from the record and could not be validated against pharmacy records, we were, in effect, assessing clinicians’ initial treatment decisions. We could not explore the context of those diagnostic or treatment decisions, nor could we explore the nuanced management plans that clinicians may have used in uncertain clinical situations. In some cases, provisional diagnoses or use of sample medications would have been included in a text visit note but not in the data fields we could access. However, our primary aim was to assess the impact of the CDS tool on diagnosis and treatment deci-
sions, and we believe that diagnoses and medications recorded in the EHR provide a reasonable and valid way to assess those decisions. Also, limitations in the validity of diagnoses or medications are unlikely to differ between the intervention and comparison physicians, and differences between the 2 groups are unlikely to be effected by the limitations of EHR data. We also acknowledge that the study included only clinicians who use one particular EHR, who participate in the CHURN PBRN, and who agreed to participate in this particular PBRN study. One study found that patients in the MQIC database used by CHURN to be similar to the general US population in terms of disease prevalence, but studies have not examined differences between the CHURN or MQIC populations and other outpatient populations in terms of quality of care. It is not clear whether these results can be generalized to apply to clinicians practicing in different environments.

Conclusions

There is increasing recognition that bipolar disorder is both common and underrecognized in primary care settings. Efforts to improve quality of care could focus on improving rates of detection, increasing rates of treatment by primary care clinicians, or providing enhanced specialty-level resources for treatment. Although all 3 will be important, improved detection is a necessary first step. To our knowledge, this is the first study to explore the usefulness of EHR-prompted “secondary screening” for bipolar disorder among high-risk primary care patients. Our core findings of widespread use of the CDS tool and a higher rate of diagnosis and medication prescription suggest that EHR-based CDS can be useful in improving the detection of bipolar disorder in patients with depression. This selective screening approach, coupled with expanded versions of the stepped collaborative-care interventions that have proven so successful for primary care depression treatment, could significantly improve care for bipolar disorder in the primary care setting.
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